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A metallic isolated band in the middle of the band gap of several III-V semiconductors has been predicted
as photovoltaic materials with the possibility of providing substantially enhanced efficiencies. We have investigated the electronic band structures and lattice constants of Gan Asm M and Gan Pm M with M⫽Sc, Ti, V, and
Cr, to identify whether this isolated band is likely to exist by means of accurate calculations. For this task, we
use the SIESTA program, an ab initio periodic density-functional method, fully self consistent in the localdensity approximation. Norm-conserving, nonlocal pseudopotentials and confined linear combination of atomic
orbitals have been used. We have carried out a case study of Gan Asm Ti and Gan Pm Ti energy-band structure
including analyses of the effect of the basis set, fine k-point mesh to ensure numerical convergence, structural
parameters, and generalized gradient approximation for exchange and correlation corrections. We find the
isolated intermediate band when one Ti atom replaces the position of one As 共or P兲 atom in the crystal
structure. For this kind of compound we show that the intermediate band relative position inside the band gap
and width are sensitive to the dynamic relaxation of the crystal and the size of the basis set.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.165115

PACS number共s兲: 71.20.Nr, 71.28.⫹d, 71.55.⫺i, 81.05.⫺t

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of ab initio electronic structure calculations for designing materials with improved optoelectronic
properties for microelectronic devices is currently a very useful emerging tool. The aim of this paper is to investigate
theoretically, with a first-principles technique, a material able
to produce a photovoltaic device with a significant enhancement of the theoretical limiting efficiency of conventional Si
solar cells.
Recently, Luque and Martı́1 have proposed the feasibility
of a third generation photovoltaic solar cell concept with
efficiencies exceeding considerably the thermodynamic limits set by Shockley and Queisser2 in 1961. For this, just as
plants break the water molecule in the chlorophyll function,
two photons are used to produce an electron-hole pair of
high free energy using intermediate bands 共IB兲 situated in the
semiconductor band gap, as an intermediate step in this operation. Lower-energy photons may pump electrons to the IB
from the valence bands 共VB兲, and from the IB to the conduction bands 共CB兲. In order to facilitate photon absorption
to and from this IB, they must contain filled and empty
states.3
It is important to state that the IB must be isolated from
the ordinary VB and CB. For this, zero density of states, gaps
must be formed so that no band in the IB can interfere with
either the CB or the VB in any of the reciprocal lattice directions. Otherwise a fast deexcitation would occur as a result of interaction with phonons.4
Our purpose is to find, by means of first-principles calculations, intermediate metallic band formation isolated in the
band gap of III-V semiconductor compounds such as GaAs
and GaP by adding different substitute elements in order to
form a ternary alloy. Because their band-gap properties are
0163-1829/2002/65共16兲/165115共10兲/$20.00

extensively studied and the technologies are well tested, we
choose these host semiconductors to design the suitable alloys. Moreover, looking at the theoretical limits of the efficiencies, GaP seems to be preferred with a gap close to the
gap values corresponding to the maximum of the efficiency
curve.1 Regarding the third element, a large number of test
calculations on different possible substitutes has been made.
Even though we are looking for an intermediate isolated
band, not a level, preliminary band diagram calculations
have been made taking into account the relative position of
the measured ionization energies of different impurities in
the host semiconductors. Further analysis of detailed ab initio quantum-mechanic calculations made for semiconductor
alloy compounds with several transition element substitutes
such as Sc, Ti, V, Cr, . . . , shows a similar band diagram
picture with semiconductor characteristics. This behavior
highlights the possibility of covalent hybridized bonding between some valence electrons of the transition metal and the
host semiconductor nearest atoms, due to the relative localized character of the 3d valence electrons. Comparison of
the results of all the different transition-metal alloys used,
shows that both Ti and Sc present an isolated half metallic
intermediate band for the two host semiconductors PGa and
AsGa. Because Ti is more well known in technological device circles, we choose it as a good candidate for detailed
study. When Ti atoms with four valence electrons substitute a
given position in the crystalline structure of one III-V semiconductor, one additional electron or a hole is produced leading to a band with metallic characteristics. Therefore, Fermi
energy will be located in this case inside the IB.
To achieve this objective, a very accurate and detailed
calculation needs to be made for the band diagram and material parameter.5 As said before, first-principles methods
have become a widespread tool for studying the microscopic
aspect of condensed systems. In these methods the electronic
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ground state is evaluated without requiring empirical modeling of the interatomic interactions. However, the use of ab
initio methods for band-structure calculations requires massive computing resources. For systems of such complexity
the adoption of efficient methods is necessary. In the last few
decades, the density-functional theory 共DFT兲 has made a
great impact on the computational electronic structure of
molecules and solids,6,7 mainly because of its ability to include part of the effect of electron exchange and correlation
without significantly increasing the computational cost.
In this paper we report the detailed calculations of the
microscopic properties of Ga4 TiAs3 and Ga4 TiP3 compounds in bulk conditions through the use of an efficient ab
initio computed code, known as SIESTA.8 This code is based
on the density-functional theory combining the use of a localized linear combination of atomic-orbitals basis set for the
description of valence electrons and norm-conserving nonlocal pseudopotentials for the atomic core. The self-consistent
Kohn-Sham equations are solved in this code within the local
density and in the generalized gradient correction approximations of DFT.
Because, so far, these alloys have not been studied,9 our
results on the electronic structure of the half filled intermediate band formation in the band gap of the semiconductor
are in the nature of a prediction. We focus our attention
mainly on this fact, because our work was motivated by the
search for photovoltaic materials with the relevant technological characteristics already described. For this, an extended behavior comparison of other alloy semiconductor
systems, made with different transition elements of the same
series as Ti is also shown. Then we analyze for the two
systems, Ga4 TiAs3 and Ga4 TiP3 , the sensitivity of intermediate band stability according to basis set convergence. We
present our detailed results in terms of massive band structure, bonding properties, lattice parameter, density of states
共DOS兲, Mulliken population analysis, and charge density.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we give a
brief description of the method and computational details, in
Sec. III, we present results and the discussion of the electronic properties and Sec. IV contains the conclusions.
II. METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Kohn-Sham density-functional theory,10 is a very popular
tool for electronic structure calculations of ground-state
properties in bulk materials, surfaces, and nanostructures. In
particular, the approximation based on the local density for
the exchange-correlation potential11 has generally been accurate enough to give properties obtained from total-energy
calculations.
In our paper, we use for the exchange-correlation potential both the local-density approximation 共LDA兲 in the
Ceperley-Alder form12 with the parametrization fitting given
by Perdew and Zunger,13 as well as the generalized gradient
approximation 共GGA兲 corrections14 –17 in the form of
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 共PBE兲.18 The latter approximation is constructed in a simpler functional form than the
traditional Burke, Perdew, and Wang19 functional, which has
been applied to a variety of problems in solids and surfaces.

The calculations of the self-consistent nonpolarized
Schroedinger equation for the one particle problem have
been carried out in this paper with the direct diagonalization
method of the SIESTA code program.8 This code makes all the
calculations projecting electron wave functions and density
onto a real space grid.
In order to get smooth valence wave functions a nonlocal
and norm-conserving pseudopotential is used to replace the
core electrons. Pseudopotentials are constructed using the
Trouiller and Martins scheme20 to described the valence electron interactions with the atomic core and the nonlocal components of the pseudopotential are expressed in the fully
separable form of Kleinman and Bylander.21,22
In this paper, the core electrons were taken to be the 3p
electrons and below for Sc, Ti, V, and Cr, 2p and below for
P, and 3d and below for Ga and As. Pseudopotentials were
generated from the neutral atoms and optimization of all orbitals was carried out. Nonlinear partial core corrections
were also included in the test calculations.
Regarding the basis set for the description of valence
electrons, the code program uses a localized linear combination of finite-range numerical pseudoatomic wave functions
of the Sankey and Niklewski type.23 The local basis set is
used to improve the computational efficiency of the electronic structure calculations,24 although the convergence of
the localized basis set is more difficult than with plane waves
because of the number of parameters to be checked. Specifically, this type of short-range basis vanishes beyond a certain
confinement radius defined by an orbital energy shift
parameter.25 In our calculations, the shift-energy parameter
for the finite range of the pseudoatomic orbitals ⌬E PAO was
tested for these systems to ensure the energy convergence.
⌬E PAO were all chosen to be less than 0.05 eV for both the
exchange-correlation potential LDA and GGA used. The values obtained for the orbital-dependent cutoff radius of all
PAO are summarized in Table I.
In this paper, several sets of atomic orbital bases of different size and qualities were used in the detailed calculations for all the atoms.26,27 Calculations with single  共SZ:
one s and three p orbitals for Ga, As, and P and one s and five
d orbitals for Ti兲, and double  共DZ: the valence orbitals are
split into two components兲, have been used. Convergence
tests with polarization functions for the DZ basis set 共DZP:
adding five d for Ga, As, and P and three p orbitals for Ti兲
were also done in order to obtain the required accuracy.
Our calculations were carried out specifically for two systems, Gan Asm Ti and Gan Pm Ti, with an eight-atom simple
cubic unit cell, where a Ti atom replaces one atom of As or P,
respectively. Due to the relative localized nature of the 3d Ti
electrons we could expect the formation of some covalent
bonding between the Ti and the others atoms, and do not
expect much distortion in the crystal structure. The character
of the bonding will be further analyzed by plotting the distribution of the charge density. A crystal structure model
equivalent to that of the host semiconductors is used in all
calculations. This model is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is assumed to have the smallest possible unit cell and the highest
symmetry. A very fine k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone
was tried with an increasing density of points up to 132 to
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TABLE I. Orbital dependent cuttoff radius in Bohr units for all
pseudo atomic orbitals 共PAO兲 used in the calculations for the GGA
and LDA exchange and correlation potential used with an energy
shift of 50 meV.
Atom

PAO

r (GGA)
c

r (LDA)
c

As

4s
4s’
4p
4p’

5.49
4.07
7.23
4.84

5.49
4.07
7.23
4.84

Ga

4s
4s’
4p
4p’

6.62
4.97
9.17
6.46

6.46
4.97
9.17
6.46

P

3s
3s’
3p
3p’

5.43
3.97
6.97
4.56

5.43
3.97
6.97
4.61

4s
4s’
3d
3d’

8.88
7.27
6.10
3.10

8.66
7.18
6.10
3.10

Ti

FIG. 1. The cubic crystal structure with X⫽As, P.

and band structures, which have not yet been synthesized.
Test calculations were made on AsGa and PGa with the same
eight-atom simple cubic unit cell to compare them with experimental values of energies and structure parameters.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal Structure

provide a sufficiently accurate description of the electronic
ground state. The degree of convergence was checked for all
calculations in the eight-atom cell chosen. In our results we
obtain convergence of both the total energies and KohnSham eigenvalues better than 0.04 eV.
Relaxation of the ions to mechanical equilibrium, to get
the optimization of the geometry, was achieved in all calculations by the conjugate gradient minimization of the total
energy with respect to the ionic positions. In the code program, the atomic forces are obtained using a variation of the
Hellman-Feynman theorem including Pulay corrections8 to
account for the local character of the basis set. In our case,
the residual atomic forces were generally less than
0.04 eV Å ⫺1 and the stress tolerance less than 0.1 G Pa.
Our goal in this paper is the prediction of the properties of
two compounds: Ga4 TiAs3 and Ga4 TiP3 , with specific lattice
constants obtaining after atomic relaxation, band-gap values,

The ground-state properties of ternary alloy structures are
obtained by the minimization of the total energy with respect
to the base atoms and the lattice parameters.
Convergence behavior of ground-state total energies versus increasing size and quality of basis set are displayed for
the two alloys Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti in Fig. 2. It is shown
from the figure, that a basis set of the size of DZ for all
atoms (n⫽6 in the figure兲, is sufficiently converged, especially in the case of the Ga4 P3 Ti compound. The maximum
energy differences between the minimal n⫽2 basis set 共SZ兲
and the extended n⫽7 basis set 共DZP兲 amount to 1.46 eV
for Ga4 P3 Ti and 1.40 eV. for Ga4 As3 Ti, respectively.
The shift-energy parameter ⌬E PAO for the finite range of
the pseudoatomic orbitals was also tested for both systems
within a range of 0.2–0.01 eV to ensure the energy convergence. We illustrate in Fig. 3 the great stability of the intermediate bandwidth and the two band-gap values in the large
range of the ⌬E PAO studied.

FIG. 2. Energy convergence versus basis set
size as defined in Tables IV and V.
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FIG. 3. Convergence of energy
properties for Ga4 P3 Ti and
Ga4 As3 Ti versus energy shift parameter. ⌬E VI is the valenceintermediate band gap, ⌬E IC is
the intermediate-conduction band
gap, and ⌬E I is the intermediate
bandwidth.

The cohesive energy of the compounds, as a measure of
the strength of the forces which bind atoms together in the
solid state,28 are calculated as the difference between the
computed atomic energies of the pure constituents and the
total energy of the compound from the relation
E coh ⫽ 共 E Ti ⫹3E X ⫹4E Ga 兲 ⫺E TiGa4X3
with

X⫽As or P.

The calculated values of the lattice parameters and the
cohesive energies of the two compounds obtained after
TABLE II. Cohesive properties of cubic TiGa4 As3 . We display
lattice constants, ground-state total and cohesive energies, and a
comparison with experimental results for AsGa. The first column
indicates the type of basis set and exchange potential used in the
calculations.

SZ-LDA
a

SZ-GGA
SZ-GGA
DZ-GGA

Experiment 共GaAs兲b
a

E共eV兲

E coh 共eV兲

a(Å)

⫺851.10

33.33

5.94

⫺837.35
⫺839.43
⫺840.83

TABLE III. Cohesive properties of cubic TiGa4 P3 . We display
lattice constants, ground-state total and cohesive energies, and a
comparison with experimental results for PGa. The first column
indicates the type of basis set and exchange-potential used in the
calculations.

SZ-LDA
a

26.93
29.01
30.41

5.65
6.11
6.02

SZ-GGA
SZ-GGA
DZ-GGA

26.08

5.65

Experiment 共GaP兲b

Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.
Reference 31.

b

atomic and lattice relaxation using GGA 共PBE兲 are shown
for different qualities of basis sets in Tables II and III, and
compared one of the basis set with the LDA results. We also
show a comparison for one calculation for each system made
with fixed lattice constants, corresponding to those of substrate semiconductors, PGa and AsGa, before obtaining the
dynamical relaxation of the crystal. We note that results coming from the reduced basis set 共SZ-GGA兲 yield, systematically in both systems, cohesive energies lower than the converged extended basis set 共DZ-GGA兲, suggesting a stronger
binding for the latter. This effect of the basis size amounts to
4.6% for Ga4 TiAs3 and 4.4% for Ga4 TiP3 , improving cohe-

a

E共eV兲

E coh 共eV兲

a(Å)

⫺873.89

35.32

5.76

⫺860.99
⫺864.17
⫺865.58

27.31
30.49
31.90

5.45
5.97
5.88

28.48

5.45

Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.
Reference 32.

b
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FIG. 4. The bulk electronic band structure for Ga4 As3 M series with M ⫽Sc, Ti, V, and Cr in the DZ-GGA calculations after dynamical
relaxation. The Fermi level of the compound has been set at the energy zero. The diagram is displayed in the main directions of the
corresponding first Brillouin zone of a fcc structure.

sive energies, and 1.4 and 1.5 %, respectively, for lattice parameters. For this type of study the cohesive energy is more
descriptive than the total valence energy because the latter
includes a large contribution from electronic states that are
not significant for the bonding.
The general feature of bulk semiconductors29,30 is that the
LDA often yields a very accurate lattice constant but the
GGA that favors density inhomogeneity, predicts a better
binding energy and other energy parameters which, in LDA,
are overestimated. In our case, it is evident from Tables II
and III, that our best results for the Ga4 TiAs3 and Ga4 TiP3
compounds are for the LDA lattice parameter 5.94 and
5.76 Å, and for DZ-GGA cohesive energy 30.41 and 31.90
eV, respectively. These positive values of the cohesive energies are consistently comparable to the experimental values
of AsGa and PGa, giving a very reasonable expectation for
the stability of the alloys. Furthermore, the values of the
DZ-GGA 共LDA兲 lattice parameters for both alloys,
6.02/5.88 Å (5.94/5.76 Å), are not very different 4.96/
5.51% 共4.9/5.4%兲, respectively, to those corresponding to the
experimental AsGa/PGa31,32 parent substrates 5.65/5.45 Å.
As a reference, the calculated lattice parameters DZP-GGA
共LDA兲 for the parent semiconductors, after atomic and lattice
relaxation, are close especially in the case of PGa and give
5.84/5.64 Å (5.68/5.44 Å). Theses values suggest the com-

patibility of lattice size for the growth of the alloys on the
corresponding substrates.
In addition, we also analyze the bond-length distribution
within the unit cell used in the calculations after dynamical
relaxation. The interatomic distances for the two different
calculation models DZ-GGA/LDA, are, respectively, for the
Ga4 TiAs3 system: r Ga-As ⫽2,75/2,59, r Ti-Ga ⫽2,82/2,63, and
r Ti-As ⫽4,52/4,24 Å and for the Ga4 TiP3 system: r Ga-P
⫽2,61/2,52, r Ti-Ga ⫽2,72/2,62, and r Ti-P ⫽4,30/4,16 Å. The
distances Ga-As and Ga-P in the alloys are bigger than the
corresponding experimental GaAs and GaP host semiconductors: r Ga-As ⫽2,45, r Ga-P ⫽2,36 Å, in the same way as
the related lattice parameters are. This increase could be explained due to the formation of weaker bonds between the Ti
atom and the first and second neighboring atoms allowing
the formation of the intermediate band.
B. Band Structures and Properties

The ab initio energy-band diagrams of semiconductor alloys Ga4 As3 M and Ga4 P3 M with M ⫽Sc, Ti, V, and Cr, for
eight-atom cubic supercells calculated under the previously
explained conditions for dynamically atomic relaxed DZGGA, are shown for the first Brillouin zone in Figs. 4 and 5.
The Fermi-level position is also shown in all cases. Close
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FIG. 5. The bulk electronic band structure for Ga4 P3 M series with M ⫽Sc, Ti, V, and Cr in the DZ-GGA calculations after dynamical
relaxation, like in Fig. 4.

inspection of the band diagrams shows that all alloy compounds exhibit semiconductor behaviors with a very similar
qualitative structure for band diagrams. However, only four
of them, those corresponding to the Sc and Ti substitutes
present an isolated, partially filled band within the band gap
of the host semiconductors. In the Sc substitution cases two
holes are produced leading to the isolated half metallic IB
while for Ti cases only one hole is produced in the isolated
IB.
As previously stated, we chose the Ti atom as a substitute
in both host semiconductors, PGa and AsGa, for detailed
studies. In these cases, the states responsible for IB formation are 14, 15, and 16 in the total systems. We obtained the
isolated IB with very similar features in the two alloys,
Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti, for all cases studied with all different basis sets and the two types of exchange correlation potentials.
These narrow IB are fairly separated from a quasidegenerate higher state in the valence band by a direct gap close to
the K point specified and from the lower state of the conduction band near the X point by an indirect gap. We notice that
for the indirect transition, several locations compete for the
minimum of the conduction band whereas direct transitions
are well localized in the reciprocal lattice. In Fig. 6 we show,
for atomic relaxed DZ-GGA calculations, the enlarged band

structure of 共a兲 Ga4 As3 Ti and 共b兲 Ga4 P3 Ti around the Fermi
level and in a smaller part of the Brillouin zone. The states
responsible for direct transitions have been labeled 1 and 2,
and those of the indirect transitions, 3 and 4. In semiconduc-

FIG. 6. Band structures around the Fermi level for 共a兲 TiGa4 As3
共b兲 TiGa4 P3 using DZ-GGA calculations and the same ZB notation
as Figs. 4 and 5. The states of interest for transitions are labeled.
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TABLE IV. Energy properties for TiGa4 As3 calculated all in eV
for a different type of basis set and exchange correlation potential.
⌬E VI is the gap valence-intermediate band, ⌬E I is the width of the
intermediate band, ⌬E IC is the gap intermediate-conduction band,
⌬E VC is the gap valence-conduction band, and ⌬E FV is the difference between Fermi energy and top valence band energy.
⌬E VI

a

⌬E I

⌬E IC

⌬E VC

⌬E FV

SZ-LDA

0.12

1.05

0.74

1.91

1.11

SZ-GGAa
SZ-GGA

0.44
0.21

1.08
0.89

0.81
0.72

2.33
1.82

1.43
1.05

tors, density-functional calculations provide a good description of the experimental structure of band diagrams, both for
the valence and the conduction band, except for a rigid shift
in the energy position of the conduction band. This is the
band-gap problem.33 In our case, this feature means an enhancement of two direct and indirect gaps, leading predictably to keeping the IB more isolated as we look for it.
The values for these two gaps and the width of the IB are
summarized for every system studied in Tables IV to VII. To
facilitate the comparison of the results, we define ⌬E VI as
the energy difference between points 1 and 2 labeled in Fig.
6, ⌬E I the energy difference between 2 and 3, and ⌬E IC the
energy difference between 3 and 4. ⌬E I corresponds to the
maximum width value of the intermediate band and ⌬E VC is
the maximum energy difference between the top valence
band and the bottom of the conduction band. In these tables
we also define ⌬E FV as the difference between the Fermi and
the top valence-band energies.
We note that magnitudes of the different gap values do not
differ very much in each compound in spite of the various
exchange-correlation potential approximations 共LDA, GGA兲
and quality of basis set used, which obviously assess for the
stability of the IB formation. In particular, Tables VI and VII
show the evolution of the different band-gap parameters with
the increasing size of the basis set for GGA calculations. The
stability of the energy differences is reached for the quality
of basis set close to DZ, especially for Ga4 P3 Ti compound.
We also note that in all cases studied for these two compounds, the corresponding first gap ⌬E VI is a direct gap
whereas the second gap ⌬E IC is an indirect gap. This characteristic makes both compounds Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti
materials with indirect total band gaps, however the situation
for the corresponding parent semiconductors is direct band
gap for AsGa and indirect bandgap for PGa.
TABLE V. Energy properties for TiGa4 P3 calculated all in eV
for a different type of basis set and exchange correlation potential.
Same legend as in Table IV.

a

⌬E I

⌬E IC

⌬E VC

⌬E FV

SZ-LDA

0.50

1.07

0.80

2.37

1.49

SZ-GGAa
SZ-GGA

0.72
0.47

1.13
0.87

0.94
0.82

2.79
2.16

1.75
1.28

Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.

TABLE VI. Energy properties convergence versus basis set size
in GGA calculations for TiGa4 As3 . Same legend as in Table IV.
n

Basis set共Ti/Ga/As兲a

⌬E VI

⌬E I

⌬E IC

⌬E VC

⌬E FV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SZ/SZ/SZb
SZ/SZ/SZ
SZP/SZ/SZ
SZP/SZP/SZP
DZP/SZP/SZP
DZ/DZ/DZ
DZP/DZ/DZ

0.44
0.21
0.23
0.31
0.25
0.11
0.12

1.08
0.89
0.88
0.86
0.91
1.06
1.06

0.81
0.72
0.65
0.46
0.56
0.62
0.59

2.33
1.82
1.76
1.64
1.72
1.79
1.77

1.43
1.05
1.06
1.10
1.10
1.11
1.12

SZ: single  ; DZ: double  ; SZP: SZ with polarization; DZP: DZ
with polarization.
b
Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.
a

Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.

⌬E VI
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In spite of the fact, that the qualitative feature of the band
structure in all the Brillouin zone is very similar for the two
compounds, the magnitudes of the two internal gaps for both
alloys under the same conditions, as stated in the Tables VI
and VII are, as expected, quite different. It is worth saying
that these differences could be important in the efficiency of
the solar cells built with this material. However they are not
far from the optimal values calculated by Luque and Martı́.1
For instance, the magnitudes of the indirect total band gap
including the value of the intermediate bandwidth in the
cases of SZ-GGA/DZ-GGA (n⫽2/6) have values of ⌬E VC
⫽1.82/1.79 eV for Ga4 As3 Ti and ⌬E VC ⫽2.16/2.12 eV for
Ga4 P3 Ti. In particular these latter values are very close to the
gap values corresponding to the maximum of the efficiency
curve.
Moreover Cuadra, Martı́, and Luque34 have developed a
procedure for the calculation of the efficiency of a solar cell
in theoretically ideal conditions. They have applied this
method to the data stated in Tables VI and VII of this paper
and found efficiencies close to 42% for Ga4 As3 Ti and 46%
for Ga4 P3 Ti in a DZ-GGA calculation.35 These estimations
are far from the potential limiting efficiency that a solar cell
of 63.2% proposed for the authors could reach but the theoretical enhancement achieved with these specific materials
with a metallic intermediate band with these first calculations
is significant.
TABLE VII. Energy properties convergence versus basis set
size in GGA calculations for TiGa4 P3 . Same legend as in Table IV.
n

Basis set共Ti/Ga/P兲a

⌬E VI

⌬E I

⌬E IC

⌬E VC

⌬E FV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SZ/SZ/SZb
SZ/SZ/SZ
SZP/SZ/SZ
SZP/SZP/SZP
DZP/SZP/SZP
DZ/DZ/DZ
DZP/DZ/DZ

0.72
0.47
0.47
0.59
0.42
0.38
0.39

1.13
0.87
0.87
0.85
0.89
1.06
1.06

0.94
0.82
0.75
0.35
0.45
0.68
0.68

2.79
2.16
2.11
1.79
1.88
2.12
2.13

1.75
1.28
1.29
1.37
1.36
1.37
1.37

SZ: single  ; DZ: double  ; SZP: SZ with polarization; DZP: DZ
with polarization
b
Calculation performed with fixed lattice constant.
a
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FIG. 7. Total density of states for TiGa4 As3 for the DZP-GGA
calculation, is shown for every band. Projected density over each
atom is stated as dotted curve for Ti atom, dashed-dotted line for Ga
atom, dashed line for As atom and simple line for total density of
states.

FIG. 8. Total density of states for TiGa4 P3 for the DZP-GGA
calculation, is shown curve for every band. Projected density over
each atom is stated as dotted curve for Ti atom, dashed-dotted line
for Ga atom, dashed line for P atom, and simple line for total density of states.

C. Density Analysis

for the two systems especially near the zero energy where
Fermi level is situated. These narrow bands present a metallic character and are made up mainly of orbitals coming from
Ti atoms.
A closer inspection of the atomic-orbital composition of
the three states responsible for these isolated narrow bands:
14, 15, and 16, near the high symmetry K point in the K
→⌫ main direction of the Brillouin zone, have been made
for the two alloys. We choose this specific point because in
the energy diagrams 共Figs. 4 and 5兲, the IB has its largest
width. The inspection reveals that for both alloys, only two
of the six valence orbitals of Ti, the d xz , and d yz , make
significant contribution to the formation of the metallic IB.
For the two higher states in the IB near the Fermi level, the
15 and 16 states, the calculations show that the d yz and d xz
orbitals of Ti have the most important orbital weight to these
states, in a proportion close to 50%. The main overlapping of
the d orbitals bonding with the corresponding components of
the p orbitals of Ga and As 共or P兲 atoms are in these directions.
However, state number 14, the deepest in the IB, is
formed near the K point mainly by the s orbital of the Ti
共with spherical symmetry兲 bonding with several components
of the p orbital of Ga and As 共or P兲 atoms, in both systems.
On the other hand, an analysis of the first empty state, number 17, shows that the d xy orbital of Ti, is the main contribution to the formation of this state, with a weight close to
73% in this symmetry point. This means that near K point the
first empty state of each conduction band exhibits a strong Ti
3d character.
Quantitatively, this situation is slightly different if we analyze the atomic-orbital components of these states in the average of all directions in the Brillouin zone for the IB, al-

To explain the formation of the IB, the systems we are
interested in could be visualized in our study as a substitution of one impurity atom 共Ti兲 in the zinc-blende crystal
structure of the parent semiconductors AsGa or PGa. In the
parent semiconductors one Ga atom is surrounded by four As
共P兲 atoms in a tetrahedral disposition and vice versa. In the
case of an impurity-isolated defect, a density-functional
study36 shows the situation where one As atom replaces the
position of one Ga atom, giving one extra filled orbital in the
vicinity of the defect whose state energy appears to be separated in the band gap. However, if one of the As 共or P兲 sites
becomes occupied by a Ti atom with four valence electrons,
one open-shell orbital localized in its proximity will be produced and the single-particle energies could appear in the
semiconductor band gap, separating both occupied and unoccupied orbitals. This situation could be produced with a Ti
atom because of the localized character of the d electrons. If
this substitution appears in the whole crystal, it could give
rise to an intermediate band instead of a state. The characteristics of the interactions between the atoms and the overlapping of the orbitals in the suitable directions will define
the possibility of the narrow and isolated band formation.
To analyze the composition of the atomic components of
the half filled intermediate band formed, we show the density
of states for the two alloy-systems, Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti in
Figs. 7 and 8. The figures summarize the total density of
states as calculated with the DZP-GGA correction for each
system, and the partial density obtained after projecting the
total density on each atom. We represent the energy zone
corresponding to the IB and the edges around the gap of the
VB and the CB. The two band gaps of the compounds appear
well defined in these representations. Results are very similar
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tal structure in particular when Ti substitutes the P atom.
Mulliken population analysis shows that the charge transferred from the Ti atom to the other atoms is about 1.06 e in
both compounds. However, there is a substantial redistribution of this charge among the other seven atoms surrounding
the Ti, with a final charge of 0.17 for Ga/0.125 for As and
0.11 for Ga/0.20 for P, respectively, suggesting the formation
of the covalent bonding. Figures 9 and 10 show also the
formation of a directional covalent bonding between the atoms in this plane for both compounds. There is a fairly
strong p-d interaction between the Ti and the Ga and As 共or
P兲 layer in the 共110兲 lattice plane confirming what we previously inferred from the quantitative study of the density of
states 共DOS兲 in the average Brillouin zone.
FIG. 9. Total density distribution of electronic charge for
TiGa4 As3 (electrons/Å 3 ) for the case of DZ-GGA used, displayed
for 共110兲 lattice plane.

though qualitatively it is quite similar. We note that for the
two higher partially occupied 15 and 16 states, the three
components of the d orbitals d xy , d xz , and d yz , are involved, in with a total weight of Ti atom which is slightly
less, especially in the case of Ga4 As3 Ti. However the first
empty state in each conduction band has an orbital weight of
Ti close to 40%, much smaller than in the previous specific
point in the Brillouin zone close to the K main point. This
feature gives therefore, a hybrid 3d-4p state made up of Ti
as well as Ga and As 共or P兲 for this first empty state.
The total density distribution of the electronic charge in
the calculated DZ-GGA corrections, for the two systems
Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti, are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for the 共110兲 lattice plane. Contour lines of the total
density show the polarization of the electronic charge in the
bonding between Ti and Ga and Ti and As 共or P兲. In this
plane, the corresponding bond lengths obtained after atomic
relaxation, give the values of 2.66 Å for Ti-Ga and 2.56 Å
for P-Ga in the case of Ga4 TiP3 , and 2.91 Å for Ti-Ga and
2.85 for As-Ga in the case of Ga4 TiAs3 . These values show
that the Ti atom, does not cause much distortion in the crys-

FIG. 10. Total density distribution of electronic charge for
TiGa4 P3 (electrons/Å 3 ) for the case of DZ-GGA used, displayed
for 共110兲 lattice plane.

IV. CONCLUSION

The dynamically atomic relaxed alloy semiconductor
compounds Ga4 As3 M and Ga4 P3 M with M ⫽Sc, Ti, V, and
Cr, have been investigated using the first-principles totalenergy calculation and a periodic eight-atom cubic cell. In
particular, more detailed studies using the LDA-DFT and the
GGA-DFT correction methods and basis set convergence,
have been carried out for Ga4 As3 Ti and Ga4 P3 Ti systems.
We have found an intermediate narrow band, stable and with
metallic character, formed between the valence band and the
conduction band in all cases studied for both compounds.
These intermediate metallic bands are well localized in the
two compounds and characterized in the whole Brillouin
zone by the determination of the structural and energy parameters. We found that the IB is related to the valence band
by a direct transition band gap and with the conduction band
by an indirect transition band gap in both systems.
To investigate the atomic composition of the states related
to the formation of the IB, an analysis of the total and partial
density of states and atomic-orbitals composition of each
state have been carried out. We point out that close to half of
the atomic population of the intermediate band higher states
are Ti in both compounds. Moreover, the total density distribution displayed for the 共110兲 lattice plane shows an important interaction between the Ti and Ga and As 共or P兲.
On the other hand, it is well known that the band gap
obtained by the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues in the local-density
approximation and in the generalized gradient correction are
not given accurately, because they do not represent the excitation energies well. We believe that our results for the bandgap energies summarized in Tables IV to VII are slightly
underestimated. A comparison of the corresponding experimental energy band gaps of the parent semiconductors
AsGa/PGa37 with those calculated for the same systems
gives always lower values for calculations in all cases. For
instance, calculations made for AsGa/PGa with DZPGGA共LDA兲 corrections give band-gap energies of 0.45/1.46
共0.99/1.56兲 eV compared to 1.52/2.35 eV for experimental
band-gap energies and 1.17/2.44 eV for calculations made
with an GW method.37 Because of the limitations of DF
theory, further extension of the calculations beyond LDA and
GGA such as the exact exchange and the quasiparticle
method is needed to estimate band-gap corrections and de-
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termine real excitation spectra. From our studies we can predict that the solar efficiency of conventional Si solar cells
could be increased significantly with this type of material.
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